Competency achievement:
O Outstanding  S Satisfactory
C Competent    U Unsatisfactory

A. PROFESSIONAL DISPOSITIONS  4 3 2 1
The candidate demonstrated:
1. a positive response to the acceptance of professional responsibilities
   O C S U
2. an understanding of attendance and punctuality
   O C S U
3. a willingness and ability to take personal initiative
   O C S U
4. flexibility and adaptability in performing professional responsibilities
   O C S U
5. a positive attitude in the performance of professional responsibilities
   O C S U
6. a consideration of the needs, thoughts and feelings of diverse learners
   O C S U
7. the willingness and ability to communicate professionally with others
   O C S U
8. the acceptance of constructive feedback
   O C S U
9. the ability to engage in self-reflection and modification of practices
   O C S U

B. INSTRUCTIONAL COMPETENCIES
The candidate demonstrated:
10. appropriate use of language and grammar
    O C S U
11. knowledge of subject matter
    O C S U
12. knowledge of learners
    O C S U
13. cooperative/collaborative planning
    O C S U
14. the ability to develop objectives for lesson plans at appropriate levels
    O C S U
15. the use of a variety of instructional methods and materials
    O C S U
16. appropriate evaluation techniques
    O C S U

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Do you feel this student needs additional field experience prior to student teaching? ______

ATTENDANCE: Number of days missed ______

I recommend that this candidate _____ pass the field experience _____ fail the field experience.

__________________________________________  ________________________________
University Supervisor                  Cooperating Classroom Teacher

Candidate Signature: ___________________________  Date ___________________________